MarkSetBot is the world’s first robotic sailing mark
Now you can set your course faster, easier and more accurately than ever before.
MarkSetBot buoys are self-propelled and use GPS technology to zero in on a speciﬁc location
and anchorlessly hold position until you instruct them to move. With a user-friendly mobile
interface, easy inﬂatable assembly, and eﬀortless repositioning, they make precise race
management in any condition simple with no complex equipment and fewer volunteers.

Fast course set-up with simple drag-and-drop
map design

No anchor needed

Precise placement with quick, eﬀortless
repositioning

Mobile GPS technology
controlled from anywhere

Automated layout templates for popular
course set-ups

User-friendly mobile app

Self-propelled, battery powered motor

There’s a Botter Way
MarkSetBot easily and reliably solves the most pressing challenges of setting race marks.

SHIFTY WIND

Keeping the course square couldn’t be easier.
Set the new direction and the entire course squares itself.

DEEP WATER ANCHORING

With a virtual anchor, the Bots hold position in any depth.
No need for hundreds of feet of line. Set an anchor instantly with zero eﬀort.

DRIFTING MARKS

Tired of marks drifting and scrambling to reset them? Have confidence that
your marks will hold steady regardless of current or challenging seabeds.

VOLUNTEER SHORTAGES
MOTOR BOAT COSTS
SUSTAINABILITY CONCERNS

Leave the back-breaking work to the Bots. Just one person can run
multi-ﬂeet courses with MarkSetBot.
More Bots equal fewer RC boats (and their high costs of fuel and repairs).
With a full course of Bots and a solar panel, a zero impact regatta is within reach.

MarkSetBot improves the quality of racing, cuts down on volunteers, saves money,
lightens your impact on the environment, and makes it easier to run great races.

Shouldn’t you get on board?

“I recently did a Club-Swan 50 event and
they used really cool self-propelled,
no anchor GPS-controlled race marks –
they were working in current and good breeze
and waves and it made for simple racecourse
adjustments and far fewer people
needed to run the races.
Fewer people. Fewer anchor lines.
Fewer boats needed. Less fuel.”
Ken Read, President, North Sails

“I just saw the brilliant technology from
MarkSetBot which is a revolutionary
course laying system using
robotic technology.
For anyone that’s been involved with
pulling up anchor chains and so-forth,
MarkSetBot is definitely a great solution.”
Russell Coutts, CEO, SailGP

MarkSetBot Technical Specifications
WEIGHT

115 lbs | 52 kg

DIMENSIONS

84” x 84” x 54” | 2.1m x 2.1m x 1.4m

TOP SPEED

4.5 knots

MAX WIND

30 knots

MAX WAVE

8-10 ft | 3 m

VISIBILITY

Up to 2nm

BATTERY LIFE

50Ah option: 10-12 hours in 8-10 kts,
no current, moderate chop
100Ah option: 20-24 hours in 8-10 kts,
no current, moderate chop

TOPSIDE

Available in Orange, Yellow or Green

WARRANTY

MarkSetBot has a one year limited
warranty that covers manufacture defects. Damage caused by extreme conditions (30+ kts of wind) or misuse is
not covered under this warranty. The
motor comes with a 2 year warranty
from Minn Kota.

AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE OR LEASE

Simple, precise course setting with no anchors or mark boats.
Take your racing to the next level. Contact us for more information.
PHONE
EMAIL
WEB

+1 855 627 5738
SALES@MARKSETBOT.COM
WWW.MARKSETBOT.COM

